Dual substrate limitation modeling and implications for mainstream deammonification.
Substrate limitation occurs frequently in wastewater treatment and knowledge about microbial behavior at limiting conditions is essential for the use of biokinetic models in system design and optimization. Monod kinetics are well-accepted for modeling growth rates when a single substrate is limiting, but several models exist for treating two or more limiting substrates simultaneously. In this study three dual limitation models (multiplicative, minimum, and Bertolazzi) were compared based on experiments using nitrite-oxidizing bacteria (limited by dissolved oxygen and nitrite) and ANaerobic AMMonia-OXidizing bacteria or Aanammox (limited by ammonium and nitrite) within mixed liquor from deammonification pilots. A deterministic likelihood-based parameter estimation followed by Bayesian inference was used to estimate model-specific parameters. The minimum model outperformed the other two by a slight margin in three separate analyses. 1) Parameters estimated using the minimum model were closest to parameters estimated from single limitation batch tests. 2) Among simulations based on each model's own estimated parameters, the minimum model best described the experimental observations. 3) Among simulations based on parameters estimated from single limitation, the minimum model best described the experimental observations. The dual substrate model selected among the three studied can effect a 75% process performance variation based on simulations of a full-scale mainstream deammonification system.